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SCABBARD AND BLADE
MILITARY FRATERNITY
INDUCTSjeV MAJORS
INITIATION DATE TO BE?
ANNOUNCED BY DUNLAP/
Honor Organization to Tap
Majors Walthour and
Barnett
At a meeting last week of the
Clemson unit of the Scabbard
and Blade, national honorary military fraternity, Major R. F;
Walthour and Major D. E. Barnet, infantry, United States Army, were invited into the chapter as associate members, it was
announced yesterday by John
'Dunlap, captain of the Scabbard
and Blade.
The new Majors, both of whom
are serving for their first year at
Clemson have already won the
admiration and respect of the
cadet corps. In accordance with
the traditional army custom, the
Scabbard and Blade each year
elects into associate membership
the new army officers stationed
at Clemson.
The date for the formal initiation of the two new pledges
into the local fraternity has not
been set as yet, but, according
to John P. Dunlap, Captain of
the local company this ceremony
will be observed in the near future. Other honorary members
of the local organization include
President E. W. Sikes, Colonel C.
W. Weeks Majors J. P. Gammon, A. H. Dumas and G. E.
Ramsey and Staff Sergeant G.
E. Naramor.

Poyner's Band To Play
At Tiger Hop Tomorrow
BYRNES TO SPEAK
AT DEDICATION OF
NEW DORMITORIES

WEEKLY TO SPONSOR
DANCES GIVEN BY CDA|
Jimmy Poyner Plays for Friday Formal and Saturday
Informal Hops
STAFF FETED

Deacon Game On
Gridgraph
It was announced yesterday by the Athletic Association that a gridgraph of the
Clemson-Wake Forest clash
will be presented tomorrow
night in the college chapel
beginning at 7:15. The game
proper is scheduled to get
under way at 8 p.m., however, iilmings of the four
.sanies already played will be
shown until the opening gun.
Last year these presentations proved to be quite popular and with the additional
pictures a capacity crowd is
expected tomorrow night. Admission will be 25c for campus folk and 10c for cadets.

TIGERS TANGLE WITH
TERRIBLE DEACONS IN
WAKE FOREST FRIDAY
RECORD ATTENDANCE
EXPECTED FOR TILT
Deacons
Slated
to
Give
Tough Competition to
Tigers
Friday evening at 8 o'clock
Clemson's fast stepping Tigers;
take on Coach Weaver's Wake
Forest Deacons in their third
conference game of the season
at Wake Forest.
Jess Neely has been working
with his charges all, week readying them for their best display
of offensive power. Having had
no serious injuries as yet Coach
Neely can put his full strength
on the field for the fray.
Clemson Favored
Clemson has the upper edge
because of a powerful line and
a four-star backfield. With Berry, Lawton, Sanders, and Folger
in harness and working smoothly, the Tiger backfield is one
of the finest units in the conference. Then to back these up,
there are such capable performers as Pearson, Willis, Magee,
and Wiles. Payne, Tiger tackle, who played such a fine game
against Duke last week is expected to start Friday night's
game, as is center Harold Lewis,
who also played excelelntly in
the same game.
Kitchin Shines
The man Clemson will have to
watch most is Walter Kitchin
the Deacon's star backfield per-/
former, who almost single-handed, with his passing and running, put his team ahead 7 to 6
in last year's Tiger-Wake Forest
game.

CONGRESSMAN BYRNES
Jimmy Poyner and his N. C.
PLEDGED BY BLUE KEY State Collegians will be on deck
tomorrow night offering rhythm
Barracks to be Open For for the TIGER Ball in the Tarheel
Bandleader's
distinctive
Public Inspection After
style. This Friday night a fornoon of November 14
mal affair will be followed on
Saturday evening by an inforAccording to a recent announI cement from Mr. J. C. Littlejohn mal hop.
Sponsor Chosen
I college business manager, the
The sponsor for the dances is
| new barracks will be officially
dedicated on- Saturday, Novem- Miss Esther Weeks, popular and
ber 14. An elaborate and ap- attractive daughter of Colonel C. E. Davies, National ASME
Secretary, Speaks Here
propriate program at which Sen- Charles W. Weeks, commandant
ator Byrnes and Dr. Sikes will of the Clemson cadet corps.
Wednesday
Novel Decorations
officiate, will also include presenA great amount of effort has
tations by members of the caTOURING THE SOUTH
been spent on the decorations
blet corps.
for
this
fall
dance
series,
the
Barracks Near Completion
C. E'. Davies, National SecreDue to the somewhat limited motif following journalistic lines. tary of the American Society of
rooming space under present con^ The orchestra pit has been con- Mechanical Engineers, of New
ditions, the opening of new bar- verted into a veritable tabloid, York City, who has been on a
racks is being eagerly anticipat- with the band being centered on tour to the South's leading ened and. considered as an impor- THE TGER front page, flanked gineering schools,, was the hontant step toward the completion by eingle column news stories. or guest at a meeting last night
of Clemson's extensive building The usual mast head of the col- of the local chapter of the honprogram. Two of the four bar- legeweekly tops the page. The orary society. Today Mr. Davies
racks were recently given final latest stream-lined tigers adorn left for Savannah, Ga., where he
the side pan^lii.srs around the
inspection by P.W.A. officials.
floor and a novel display of re- will attend a Southeast sectional
Ag Building Dedication
meeting of the ASME.
It has been tentatively an cent editions will greet the danThe national secretary spoke
cers from one end of the fieldnounced that the Agricultural house.
before a large group of junior
Building will be dedicated early
and senior engineers. Mr. DavPrices
next spring. According to preies discussed the opportunities
The
following
prices
have
been
sent plans, a number of promifor engineers after graduation,
nent and distinguished speakers announced for the dances:
giving them an idea of what to
(Continued on page eight)
will take part on the program.
expect after their college course
The list of speakers will include
has been completed.
The ofseveral men noted for the'ir work
ficial's talk proved interesting
Colonel Richmond From 4tK in connection with the Agriculas well as helpful to those asCorps Area Headquarters ' tural activities of the nation.
sembled.
Visits Local Military
Attend Meet
Dr. S. B. Earle Dean of the
Department
T=,. n~* o- T i J . r-i
' School of Engineering, and Prof.
lauBetafi 1 o Induct Eleveif B. E_ Fernow, also of the engi- Dean of Local Textile School
HIGHLY PLEASED
Attends Three-Day NatOutstanding Seniors
neering department, will also be
among
those
attendng
the
ASME
ional Convention
and Juniors
After an inspection tour of
sectional meeting in the Georgia
the Clemson ROTC unit last
city.
ALL DEANS PRESENT
Monday, Colonel H. R.Richmond, Annual Editor Folk Announ.
KEYS WORN
Informal Initiation Held
4th CorpB Area inspector from
ces Selection of John Lane
Informal initiation of the "NeEarly yesterday afternoon, Mr.
Fort McPherson, Ga., reported
At a meeting conducted last ophytes", new ASME members,
To Supervise Voting
the school to be in excellent
week the Tau Beta Pi, honorary was also a part of last night's H. H. Willis of the School of
Textiles, left for New York City
standing. Other departments of
•engineering fraternity
tapped program.
to attend a meeting of the deans
ASKS FOR PICTURES
the college also passed under
the ' following for initiation into
of all the textile schools, which
observation and were also said
their circle: J. W. Datvis, W. W.
will extend from October 14 to
to be in good shape.
According to an announcement Dukes, and R. J. Farmer, who GOODMAN APPOINTED
Col. Richmond seemed impress- made by Bill Folk, editor of rank in the upper eighth of the
ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN the 16 inclusive.
Business Session
ed with the morning drill after TAPS Professor John Lane, of Junior Class; and .J. S. Hunter,
At this meeting papers or diswhich he dined in the mess hall the English Department hasVon- J. L. Cox, L. A. Perry, B. N.
Miss Cornelia Graham, librarwith Dr. Sikes and other high s'ented to act as mediator in the Golmore, T. I. Martin, H. F. San- ian of the Clemson College Li- cussions on merchandising, marofficials of the school.
selection of the TAPS sponsors.. der, G. F. Rogers, and R. G. E1. brary, announced last week that keting, design, and style will be
It was said that the inspection
The selection of those girls Steever who rank in the upper John Goodman, of the class of given by leaders in these respeclast Monday has nothing to do whose pictures are to be placed quarter of th'e Senior Class.
'35, has been appointed assistant tive fields. There will be a business session during which diswith the annual spring check-up. in the TAPS is to be made diThe initiation has been ten- to th-e librarian.
This fall tour is an annual oc- rectly and impartially by the ca- tatively set for the week followMr. Goodman '35, Emory Uni- cussions will be held on textbook
currance and is made by the det corps. The pictures ai'e to ing the State Fair. The initiates versity, L.S. '36, succeeds Miss material on cotton, wool, and the
War Department in an attempt be posted in a galleTy and num- will be required to- m'ake the Florence Weldon Sibley to this work which Dr. Williams of the
to make corrections or sugges- bered. In order that no proud symbolic key of th'e fraternity, office. Miss Sibley has accepted Wharton School of Finance is
tions of any nature that might contributor may influence his which represents a bent of a a position in Marietta, Ga., as doing in connection with economaid the respective units in their friends' votes, each girl's num- railroad trussle, to the exact di- librarian at the John Clark Li- ics and management as appKed
to textiles.
work throughout the year. Other ber is changed several times.
emnsions of the original key.
brary.
This meeting is sponsored by
schools that were inspected by
Many Pictures
the Textile Foundation, a vital
Richmond are The Citadel, PresPictures have been contributforce in. aiding the improvement
byterian, Wofford, N. C. State, ed quite steadily. However, the
of the textile schools and indusand Davidson.
response is not emphatic enough.
try, and in serving to co-ordiCadets are urged to take adnate these schools with industry.
vantage of the opportunity of
having their girls as sponsors in
the TAPS, and are urged to cogan our Diogenes-like search for MINOR BLOCK C CLUB
By Uncle WilMe
op'erate
wtih
the
staff
in
remitthe truth the whole truth and
HAS FINAL INITIATION
Inspired
by
the
wealth
of
inDon't be always agreeing with
me—I don't mind if you are ting their pictures as early as formation constantly being un- nothing but the untruth.
possible.
We first encountered one of
Final initiation of the Minor
covered by numerous "man on
wrong sometime.
the street" interviews conducted our contemporary cadet military Block C pledges was held last
—Daniel
CUTTS IS NAMED TO
The president,
on college campuses and in var- genuises whose emblems of au- Tuesday night.
I understand that when John
HEAD PEE DEE CLUB ious cities by roving reporters thority glinted in the sun. "As G. A. Durban, in discussing the
and ambitious radio announcers I see it", he replied "it's a two weeks initiation period and
C. Calhoun took snuff everyone
in South Carolina sneezed.
The Florence and Darlington we recently conducted a littlej good thing if it promotes school the finals, said the period was
—Sherrill boys met last Monday night tr- investigation of our own in an spirit. (Wreck Carolina)". This helpful to all—especially the
The Minor Block C
organize a joint county club',. attempt to discover the typical momentous reply was echoed for initiates.
If I weren't a gentleman, and The Peedeeans, composed of boys' reactions of the Clemson mind. five minutes by a line of stoog- Club has among its many plans
for the year a social in Greenyou weren't gentlemen, and this from both counties. The following Amied with a burning question es.
Nothing daunted, we stormed ville and campaigns to keep a
query, "Axe
wasn't Clemson College, I would were elected: W. H. Cutts, presry of the hour—the
_
say damn it, gentlemen, damn ident; H. P. Bacot, vice presf you in favor of electing William the Registrar's office where we fine attitude on the part of the
it, we've got to get rid of this. dent; and W. E. Hickey, secre- Jennings Bryan or returning the were politely but firmly told, cadets toward athletics in the
(Continued on page two)
school.
] country to the Indians?", we be—Henry tary-treasurer.

LOCAL ASME TO HEAR
PROMINENTENGINEER

Local ROTC Unit
Inspected Monday

Engineering Frat
Taps Honor Cadets?

LOCAL PROF NAMED
AS TAPSJEDIATOR

By Their Words

Wilkie Gets Amazing Comments
In Answer To Important Query

Willis Leaves For
New York Meeting

TWO

THE TIGER, CLEMSON, S. C.

College Surgeon Reports Students
In Excellent Physical Condition

WILKIE IS SWAMPED
BY MANYCOMMENTS

G-E Campus ^ews

Smaller Number of Cases o
Illness Than at This

Period Last Year
COLDS UNCOMMON

(Continued from page one) f
"Fill out these blanks and we'll
let you know Tuesday."
Lieutenant Z. Q. Gileson, assuming an oratorical pose when
questioned said, "It is undoubtedly a great thing; however I
wish to add that the Literary
Society attendance has increased
1000% since I became president."
—' Three waiters, when buttonholed griped—"Hell,- we don't
know—God, our feet hurt" and
shuffled away brandishing trays
of tempting food.
Luther S. Godbold, noted campu politician, was both profuse
and definite—"Und^r the extenuating circumstances I wouljd say
yes—but maybe no however we
all agree that it might work and
•then again it might not BUT
DON'T QUOTE- ME.
We hastened away from the
TAPS staff authorities as they
babbled "It's a fine thing if it
means greater cooperation in the
paying of TAPS pace."
A group of loyal Y boys, trapped coming from a Cabinet meeting quoted "Goodness gracious
-no!
Have a cheerio.
Let us
pray ..."
With unusual bravado we next
accosted a bevy of beautiful yard
engines who smiled sweetly and
cooed, "Sorry, Sarge, but we're
dating a lieutenant."
The guard room detail when
-accosted automatically shouted—
"How in the *!?-!*; do we
:know if you drill today."
HI. RJ.'S infamous Agitators
-shouted in unison— ""WHATEVER it is WE'RE agin' it!"
Merrit Redfearn Starr famous
campus cheer leader of '29 did
a couple of cart-wheels, tugged
at his Block C and rattled off—
I think it's won-der-ful—WONDERFUL—Fight, fight, fight!"
We attempted to obtain a quotation from a noted military autkority, who was hurrying past,
hut all we could hear was something that sounded like "Saavy".
Our prize scoop came from a
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After a check-up, Dr. Lee W.
Milford, college surgeon, stated
yesterday that thus far this year
there has been-a comparatively
smaller number of cases of illn'ess than at this period last
session.
Colds, causes of more serious
illness, have not been as common
among the cadets this year. Each
year cases of pneumonia and influenza develop from colds. Of
18 cas'es of pneumonia last session, only one was lost.
The
college surgeon strongly believes
in the old saying "an ounce of
prevention is worth, a pound of
cure" and urges proper care in
the matters of eating and sleeping.
Frosh Well
A survey of the results of the
physical examinations show that
freshmen are now coming to
college in a much better physical
shape.
The completion of n'ew barracks Will mark another step
that is being taken toward better health. With the relieving
of the congested conditions now
existing in the barracks, the
number of cases is expected to
be stll lower, Dr. Milford concluded.
group of miscreants returning
from the Central Fair— who
glibly quoted, "The hip is quicker than the Eye."
A,
Our football stalwarts when
questioned at the Jew Shop muttered cautiously— "It ain't nothing like the Graham Plan, is it
Wilfc."
We finally ended our search
when a covey of freshmen hollered "DETAILED" and scampered off to the "Free Show".
After perusing these opinions
on the question of the hour we
have definitely reached the conclusion that it's safe to believe
some of the people all of the
time and all of the people some
of the time, but never never,
dear children, believe statistics
compiled by a roving reporter.
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BJGGER AND BETTER TURBINES
'T'HE new 110,000-kilowatt turbine-generator,
-*- built by General Electric and recently
placed in service in the River Rouge plant of
the Ford Motor Company, sets several new
records in turbine construction.
It is the first large unit in the world to operate
at 1200 pounds pressure and at 900 Fahrenheit.
Although weighing approximately 2,000,000
pounds, it occupies less than a cubic foot for
each kilowatt of output. Because of its extremely high efficiency, less than a pound of
coal generates a kilowatt-hour.
The high-pressure turbine and generator are
mounted directly above the low-pressure unit.
Superheated steam enters the upper unit at 12
pounds and 900 degrees and, after producing
55,000 kilowatts, flows directly into the lowpressure unit where it produces another 55,000
kilowatts. This is the first 1200-pound turbine
in which the steam enters the low-pressure
stage without reheating.
COFFIN FELLOWSHIPS
TTIIIS
fall
eight young men will be carrying
x
on advanced research in seven American
universities under fellowship grants from the
Charles A. Coffin Foundation. The recipients:
George E. Boyd, U. of Chicago '33. At
Chicago.
Lyman R. Fink, U. of California^ '33. At
California. Second grant of fellowship.
Alvin H. Howell, U. of Kansas '29. At
M.I.T.
Russell A. Nielsen, Stanford '33. At Stanford.

Richard W. Porter, U. of Kansas '34. At
Yale. Second grant.
Julian S. Schwinger, Columbia '36. At
Columbia.
Chauncey Starr, R.P.I. '32. At Harvard.
Second grant.
Harold G. Vogt, U. of Buffalo '31. At
Harvard.
Since 1922, when the General Electric Company
established the Charles A. Coffin Foundation in
honor of the Company's first president, 113
fellowships have been awarded for advanced
work in electricity, physics, and physical
chemistry

ELECTRIC HEAT FOR SOILLESS
GARDENS
/CALIFORNIA
nurserymen are growing
^-4 tomatoes, strawberries, and sweet peas in
chemically treated water heated by electricity.
The method, developed by Dr. W. F. Gericke,
of the University of California, has been extended to commercial installations. Tomato
plants, grown in this way, produced unusually
high-quality tomatoes. The yield was large, and
they matured ahead of tomatoes grown in
soil.
Nourishment is provided by special chemicals
dissolved in the water. Because the water temperature must be accurately maintained, a controllable heat source is required, and General
Electric engineers have supplied heating cable
and thermostats both for the experimental
installation and for commercial installations
which have followed.

GENERAL f§ ELECTRIC
>oc

WATCH REPAIRING
Crystals Fitted
All Work Guaranteed

PAUL FEINSTEIN
Bleckleys Dry Cleaning Bldg.
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DOC
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P.H.Davis Custom Tailored Clothes
With a Six-Month Guarantee Covering Accidental
Burns, Tears, Eetc.
I

OVER THREE HUNDRED SAMPLES
See your ESQUIRE and SATURDAY EVENING
POST For Latest Fashion Hints by DAVIS

R. A. CARTER, Room 319
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ANDERSON SERVICE STATION
VOU SEE, PRINCE ALBERT
IS CUT IN A SPECIAL WAV-I
CRIMP CUT'ITS CALLED.
NOTICE HOW EACH TASTY*
PARTICLE IS CRIMPED/

IT'S GREAT, JUDGE/ IN A PIPE IT BURNS
SLOWER — HENCE
ME FOR PRINCE,
COOLER.AND RA,
ALBERT FROM
NOW
ON

o

Sinclair Products
OPEN 7:00 a.m.
WASHING

and

CLOSE 10:00 p.m.
GREASING

Prompt Courteous Service

0

LEWIS ANDERSON, Owner
DOC

HERE'S WHY THERE'S NO OTHER TOBACCO LIKE PRINCE ALBERT! P.A.IS CHOICE
MELLOW TOBACCO-"CRIMP CUT" FOR COOLNESS—WITH THErtBlTE" REMOVED BY
SPECIAL PROCESS. IT'S THE LARGEST-SELLING TOBACCO
IN THE WORLD. AND SWELL FOR "MAKIN'S" CIGARETTES.

0

DOC

DOC

I have just received a new shipment of
TRENCH COATS selling for

-

-

-

$3.25

Extra Long Lengths for $3.56
PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE:

Good New Shoes Priced fro $1.95 to $4.00
And a large stock of general merchandise at
reasonable prices

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date* and
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.
{Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
5^
Winston-Sal
n-Salem, North Carolina

50

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-ounce tin
of Prince Albert

PRINCE ALBERT

JUDGE

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE

vj\^^^.y>.r!^T^T^T^.

m /|L

KELLER

I
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State Baptist Student Union To Meet Here Tomorrow
OR, DANIEL TO MAKE
SPEEGHESJN SECTION
Local Dean Names IteneraryFor Speaking Tour
Over State
IN GREAT DEMAND

Show Schedule
Thursday: "Swing Baby,
Swing" with Alice Faye and
Adolphe Menjou.
Friday and Saturday Afternoon: "The White Angel"
with Kay Francis and Ian
Hunter.
Saturday Night: "Don't Get
Personal!" wth James Dunn,
Sally Eilers, and Pinky Tomlin.
Monday: "Trouble for Two"
with Robert Montgomery and
Rosalind Russell.
Tuesday: "Crash Donovan"
with Jack Holt.
Wednesday: "The Walking Dead" with Karloff and
Ricardo Cortez.

TECHNICOLOR EXPERT
ADDRESSESHEETING

Plans For Better Organiza
tion Are Made At Recent
Gathering

Abbeville County
Club is Organized

Make Our Store Your Headquarters

aziin

w.

Prominent Speakers To Address Two-Day Gathering
of Religious Leaders

CROUCH IS ADVISER

Members of the International
Ricker Is Guest Speaker At Relations Club met for the first
Having the reputation of beThursday Meeting Of
time this year on Wednesday,
ing one of the finest speakers in
September 30. At this meeting
Calhoun Society
this section of the country, Dr.
plans were made for taking in
D. W. Daniel, dean of the school
new members and a discussion of
OTHER SPEECHES
of General Science, has been ina suitable night for future meetvited to make a series of talks
ings was held, tl was decided
Warner Brothers Studio techni- that the majarity of the meetings
this fall and winter extending
color expert and now in research would be held in Professor S. R.
over a period of two months.
for the Government, was guest Rhodes' classroom on the third
Dr. Daniel's wit and style of
speaker Thursday night at the Tuesday nite of each month at
delivery have made him a WelCalhoun Literary Socety.
Mr. 7:30. Plans, for TAPS pitcures
come speaker on any program.
Ricker spoke of his various ex- were also discussed.
He is constantly in demand to
periences with camera and sound
address
meetings,
dedication
Membership Ratio
work. He gave a splendid deprograms and other gatherings.
The club at Clemson rates high
scription of the process by which among other clubs according to
Itinerary Announced
composite pictures are made.
available statistics. Membership
Starting his speaking program
The meeting was called to or- in the organization is limited to
The Abbeville County boys attonight, Dr. Daniel will be the
der by President Malone with 20 and it has been customary to
tendng
Clemson
College
were
principal speaker at the formal
the gavel presented the Society have 18 upperclassmen to be alopening of Parker's People's Col- called together Monday night, by Mr. Littlejohn.
October
5
for
the
purpose
of
orlowed membership and for two
lege in Greenville. The main adThe , gavel is made of wood freshmen to be admitted. The
Atdress at the Centennial celebra- ganizing a country club.
from the Calhoun Mansion. A Carn«egie Foundation has compiltending
this
meeting
were
the
tion of Wesleyan College, in Mametal plate with engraving is ed a constitution for the Intercon Ga., will be delivered by following cadets: B. H. Maults- to be put on the gavel.
national Relations Club in which,
the Clemson professor at the sec- by, E. H. Smith, J. C. Blake, J.
Other parts of the program in- it is stated that there will be a
B. Wakefield, M. B. Bone, P. M.
ond in the series.
Other occasions at which Dr. Mahon, D. T. Smith B. S. Barn- cluded talks by J. K. Smith, J. strict grade ratio limit applied to
Adams, and R. G. Forsythe. membership requirements.
At
Daniel will be the guest speaker well F. L. Reese, H. B. Knox, W.
Mr. Smith was awarded one
will be the annual dinner of the W. N. McAdams, R. A. King, E. dollar for delivering the best Clemson this average is 4.5. OfCharlotte Day Nursery which fg O. Botts, A. G. Prince, R. G. prepared speech of the evening. ficers of the local organization
are E. P .Ward, president; R.
to be held in Charlotte, the Or- Sharpe, C. B. Evans, M. P. Blanbook review was given by W. Jenkins, vice-president; and
angeburg County teachers' meet- chett, J. R. Cheatham, . T. A. Mr.A W.
A.
Johnstone
and
a
Moing and the Anderson County Able J. D. Ferguson, and A. tion Picture Review by J. W. W. T. MacLajighlin, recording
M. Evans.
secretary and treasurer.
teachers' meeting.
Parker. A humorous poem was
Officers Elected
To Attend Convention
From the abo?e named cadets, presented by J. W. Rion and
The Southeastern Convention
They almost had to use a pul- the followng men were chosen an impromptu speech by L. G. of the IRC meets at Auburn this
motor on Don Watson, Pomona as officers: E. H. Smith, presi- Yarborough.
year during the latter part of
After the main part of the February and plans are undersophomore, who tried to guzzle dent; C. B. Evans, vice-presisix malteds in 20 minutes. At dent; R. A. King, treasurer. B> program was over, refreshments way for Clemson to be well
■fifth down and three-fourths to S. Barnwell and E. O. Botts were served and committees ap- represented. Other colleges exgo, the malted halted Watson.
pointed.
were elected door keepers.
pected to send delegates are colleges in the states of Virginia,
North Carolina South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Tennessee.
Backed by Foundation
Founded for the. purpose of
promoting a better understanding of international problems and
to promote wofrd peace, the In
ternational Relations Club is
sponsored by the Carnegie Foun1
dation. Among other things, the
j Carnegie Foundation sends each
club an extensive amount of valuable and instructive literature
' twice each year.
These books
Oi
are the newest and best works
on the subject of international
relations.
Crouch Faculty Adviser
The club will meet again next
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
j Tuesday night at the home of
, Reverend Crouch, the club's fac' ulty adviser. At this meeting,
| each member will be assigned a
I country about which he will
watch current events and at each
meeting be ' prepared to give a
short news item concerning that
particular country. A program
committee is also to1 be appointed. The purpose of this committee will be to plan programs
and assign the date at which
each member is to present a
term paper, the nature of which
the member himself will decide.

cLs.

NINE COLLEGES WILL
BE REPRESENTED; 200
STUDENTSTO ATTEND

IRC Holds Initial Meeting Of Year;
Send Delegates To Auburn Meet

^Dzua Go mpanUj cine.

LARGE ORGANIZATlbN
For the weekend of October
16-18, Clemson will be host to
the annual Baptist Student Union Convention. Approximately
200 students representing nine
South Carolina College's are expected to attend. The theme of
the program will be "The Will of
God". Noted leaders of the Baptist denominationare to be present.
Noted Speakers
The first session of the convention will convene on Friday
evening with the keynote address delivered by the famed
author, educator, and lecturer,
Dr. John L. Hill of Nashville,
Tennessee. Included among the
list of speakers are William Hall
Preston, associate secretary of
the student department of the
Baptist Sunday School Board;
J. L. Corzine, state Sunday
School Board; Dr. Charles A.
Jones state Mission Secretary;
Miss Edna Campbell, associate
young peoples worker; Dr. W.
D. Maginnis, of the Winthrop
College Faculty. Prominent officials of the campus which will
participate on the program are
Dr. E. W. Sikes, Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff Clemon YMCA secretary; and Rev. Goode, pastor of
the Clemson Baptist Church.
Play Featured
A feature of the'elaborate program will be a play presented by
students of Furman and Greenville Women's College. The play,
enttled "The Well Is Deep", will
be given Saturday evening in the
college chapel. Everyone on the
campus is invited to attend.
Officers Announced
Officers of the State Baptist
Student Union are as follows:
Evelyn Brock, Winthrop, president; Sarah Sanders, G. W. C,
first vice president; David Anderson, Furman, second vice president; Leonard Greene, Carolina,
third vice president; Velma Corbett, Anderson College secretary;
Carrol Shelly, Clemson, treasurer;
Helen Burton, Limestone College,
chorister; and Myrtle Ruth Sams,
North Greenville Junior College,
reporter.

The Official College Book and Supply Store
o

COLLEGE STATIONERY-Largest assortment
of Popular Priced High-grade Engraved Stationery to be found.
College Jewelry-Pennants-Stickers-Novelties
o
Sheaffer and Parker Fountain Pens and Sets

Your name engraved in gold free on any fountain pen bought from usi

o_

Tooth Paste — Shaving Cream — Hair Tonics — Razors — Razor
Blades — Soap — All your needs supplied here—A wonderful variety
of nationally advertised merchandise for you to select from.

RADIOS — Crosley - Fada — Priced Right
TERMS Reasonable If Desired

o
OUR SERVICE TO YOU—
CHECK YOUR WEIGHT ON FREE SCALES
FREE EXPLANATION AND PERMIT BLANKS
WE SELL POSTAGE STAMPS
STUDENT CHECKS CASHED—NO EXCHANGE CHARGED

30C
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Alumni News
L. D. Blake, '31, is dairy farm
manager for Dr. A. M.,Wlhisnant
at Charlotte.
T. I. Brown, '36, will be assistant coacn of Central High
School In Charlotte, N. C.
F. W. Cannon '31 is the lounty agricultural agent at Lancaster.

30<

E. L. Head, who completed"
special iextile work at Clemson
Textile School in 1936, has been,
(Free.Laces with each Job) promoted to night overseer of
Elbow Pads for Sweaters spinung ol Springstein Mill at
Chester, South Carolina.

GUARANTEED .SHOE
DYEING

Modern Electric
Shoe Shop

NEW
SUEDES

M. A. Bougnight, 'S3, is the
assistant county agent at Anderson.

SHOES!
MOCCASINS

FRIENDLY FIVES

&

DANCE PUMPS
CROSBY SQUARES

Regulation Shirts with Trubernized Collars
Arrow Tuxedo Shirts and Linen Tuxedo Collars
BOTANY TIES
NOTE: Juniors and Seniors, use your next ROTC
Check for a New Suit.
SEE —

HOKE SLOAN

1 __

at Clemson

for Clemson

—.
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DANCE, STAFF, DANCE
The annual TIGER Ball will be held
tomorrow night, honoring the staff of the
newspaper. Not the editors and executives,
but the staff. And by the staff, we mean
the men who do the work on a newspaper,
the men whose names appear on the mast
head in the smallest type.
There are times, ab*out once an edition to be exact, when we become very
irked with these unsung heroes, but in our
calmer moments we realize gratefully that
they are the men who make the newspaper possible. There are few bows to be
taken in this business, but what few there
are the executives take. And at times our
conscience bothers us we take the credit
for an enterprise that is the result of the
work of a number of men.
,
We are grateful to the Central Dance
Association for giving us THE TIGER Ball.
And we pass it on to the anonymous members of the editorial, business, and circultion staffs. It is their dance, and may they
enjoy it.
DEMOCRATS ALL
The college newspapers these days
are busily conducting surveys to determine
student opinion on the forthcoming presidential election. Always open for a survey, we seriously considered taking a
straw vote on this campus, but we decided
it would be futile.
Clemson draws the majority of its students from this state, the sole remaining strictly one-party state in the nation.
A poll would probably reveal one hundred Republicans, ten Socialists, three
Communists, and one follower of Lemke
and Coughlin. And that is a liberal estimate. The old Saying about being either
a Republican or a white man in South
Carolina is unfortunately too true to allow
any possibility of a surprise vote.
The voting public in South Carolina is
inherently Democratic, and for that reason there is but small interest in national
politics. There is only one ticket to vote,
so why should the voters bother to listen
to campaign speeches?
A Republican
couldn't possibly be right and a Democrat couldn't possibly be wrong.
The out-moded one-party system has
an unfortunate effect upon the youth of
South Carolina. Since the thing is so
definitely settled they display a complete
apathy toward national politics. And they
are missing out on a fascinating diversion.
A hot political campaign offers a stimulation that is healthy and engrossing. -Intelligent discussion of national affairs is
encouraged, especially in a college. Bu^t
to the young Democrats of South Carolina
there is no discussion possible. There is
only one side to the question, whatever
it is, and that leaves little room for argument.

Talk Of The Town
The National Youth Administration
one of the many bureaus set up by the
New Deal, will this year disseminate some GHOST
to rattle a skeleton
six million dollars to the college students butWewehate
feel that it's time we
of the nation. Of that sum Clemson gets said a few words on the subject
several thousand dollars, which is paid to of school spirit. Good old school
students for various work performed in spirit, that intangible will-o-thespard time at the rate of fifteen dollars a wisp which serves every editor
with space to fill, every speaker
month. Not a large sum of money, fifteen with
a chapel audience to addollars a month. Yet it can and does dress, and every cheer-leader who
make the difference between attending col- runs out of yells. We hear a lot
lege and searching for a job to many stu- of talk about spirit, especially
during football season, and evdents.
seems to think it very
Even the Republican Party, which in erybody
necessary to the life of alma
the heat of the presidential campaign is mater and the success of the
verbally tearing the New Deal to pieces, team, and we suppose it is.
cannot find fault with the NYA. It is one Whatever it is. There still seems
of the most worthy pieces of legislation to be people who believe that
school spirit makes a winning
put through by the Roosevelt administra- football
team. Now, many, many
tion. True, six million dollars is but small years ago some wise cynic conchange compared to the sums spent on cluded that a winning football
other federal projects, but the beneficient team makes gchool spirit, and
results of the NYA program in proportion was properly stoned in the marSince then most peoto the money invested are as high as that ket-place.
ple have accepted the theory as
of any other single governmental enter- true. Which brings us around
prise,
i
,to the crux of this paragraph.
Many Clemson! men were helped by We are surprised. Clemson pretNYA last year, > many more will receive ty definitely has a losing football
if we are to believe the
aid this session. The money has been wise- team
scores they have racked up durly distributed here, and only the genuinely ing the past two weekends. The
needy are being aided. The assistance of boys who base their opinions on
the NYA has been deeply appreciated and comparative scores can't find any
the college owes its gratitude to President reason to helieve that we will
win another game this season.
Roosevelt and the New Deal.
As a matter of fact, during the
TENNIS FOR ALL
An appeal was made here several
weeks ago for action on the building of
the proposed tennis courts to replace the
ones which were destroyed by the erection
of the new barracks. Since that time work
has begun and the courts are definitely
promised for next spring.
Seventeen courts will eventually be
constructed in the rear of the field-house,
which is-a generous compensation for the
five which were demolished. At least 10
of them will be ready in time for the opening of the tennis season. While the 17 new
courts will be sufficient for a time at least,
the plans for their construction should allow for the later addition of more. After
all, seventeen courts only allows one for
every hundred men, rather a low ratio.
THE TIGER and the student body are
grateful to the Athletic Association and
to the college officials whose prompt cooperation will make possible the revival
of Clemson's tennis team again this year
and will provide for one of the most popular and beneficial, forms of exercise.

Collegiate Press
By B. N. Skardon

»

The sports page of the MERCER CLUSTER
is radically incomplete this week.
Not once is
the score of the Oglethorpe-Mercer game mentioned. The game was won by Mercer, this we
gathered,from the headlines, but to find out the
score was a real problem.
■Not to state the score in th>e college newspaper is like unto'five without the'pToverriai; leaf.
COLLEGIATE PRESS

From the DUKE CHRONICLE1 we take a
bit of praise to Hobart College which recently
made a course in citizenship a prerequisite for
a Bachelors degree.
Not a better course could be required of a
college student, . Unlike many of the courses
which are quite generally required of degree candidates among American colleges and universities, a citizenship course will expose the student
to facts that are applicable to his life during everyday of his existence as a member of society.
Hobart has cleared the way. Hobart has
recognized this weakness of the present educational system. It j.s now the duty of the other
colleges to follow suit.
COLLEGIATE PRESS

Due to repeated acts of vandalism the chapel at the University of South Carolina will be
locked except during chapel hours. Ttye theft of
light bulbs, chairs, shades, a table, and piano
keys were among the furnishings removed. In
order to keep check on the chapel, six keys will
h«e issued, and anyone using the chapel will he
held responsible.
COLLEGIATE PRESS

From the GAMECOCK, we take a list of onetime Clemson men who have been pledged to Carolina frats. T. K. John3tone, senior class president and now a law student at U.<S.C„ will join
Alpha Tau Omega; Frank Barron has also been
pledged to A.T.O. iH. B. Workman, Goldville, and
L. A. Wolfe of Orangeburg will he among the 15
pledges to Kappa Alpha. To Kappa Sigma goes
E. B. Crawford ("Rabbit").

years the present student hody
has been in school, Clemson has
riot had a season that could be
more than loosely referred to as
successful. But there still seems
to he a very fine spirit. People
are incessantly yelling and telling each other that we're going
to burn 'em up Saturday. It is '
one o'clock on a very chilly night
as this is written, "but we could
stick our head out the window
right now and scream, "Are we
going to Rose Bowl?" and at
least a hundred muffled voices
would automatically reply, "Hell
yes". It is very creditable. It
is fine. But we can't understand
it. It doesn't make sense. According to all the rules we should
not have any spirit, but we are
crawling with it. It seems to
he up to the foothall team now
to justify it.
MATERNAL
We have no idea how true it
is and even after expending our
best efforts we can't find out who
the gentleman was, but there's
a story going the rounds among
the faculty that is a honey. .A
telegram arrived the other. afternoon for one of our husky football players and the Western
Union boy carried it out on Riggs
Field where the lads were busy
practicing. The coach was putting the boys through the mill
and when the messenger called
from the side-lines that he had
a telegram, the recipient told
him to onen it and read it aloud,
that he was too busy to take it.
at the moment. The hoy did.
It was from the player's mother
warning him that cold weather
bad come and that had better
change into his heavy underwear.
AVTT
'
We love humor, or what we
consider humor, but after three
years we still can't find anything very funny about the ficticious names neople' write across the dance list evervtime it
goes up. The peonle who put
them up are only one stage
ahead of the chalk-on-tbe-sidewalk writers and the telenhoneT^oth decorators.
Evervtime a
dance-list enes up however, the
wa'a-s race down to the guardroom and hastilv scrawl a filthy
nun which has heen used countless times before across the face
of the list. It is a sad commentary on college youth, which is
sunnosed to have grown'up during- the degression years. The
dance list js placed in a very
nuhlic place, where ,it is seen
not only hy the students but bv
visitors, female visitors, and it
can hardly be considered an annronriate snot for airing stale
and uncouth wit. The dance list
is nut. IID by the CDA as an accomodation
to you people and is used in placing the girls who
rome down for dances. There
isn't much point in messing the
thing un. If the neonle who feel
the strong urge toward creative
writing hurnine in their breast

.. that the small hotel without the
wishing well was infested last weekend by some of the most illustrious
members of the Senior Platoon, up
to and including Diamond Bill Folk..
-OSCAH

SAYS-

. . that LaGrohe and Patterson stand
together these days in order to get
enough buttons to make up for the
one Buckner took away from them
at camp.
3SCAR 8AVS-

..that those names on the dance list
with blank spaces beside them remind him of nothing going nowhere
in a hurry.
OSCAR SAYS

..that CDA Leitner got the last
social confused with a masque ball
and appeared in what looked a little like a trap-shooting jacket to
this observer.
-OSCAR 8AYS-

.. that Knock-Knock Dunlap is haying a terrible time with all that pep
stuff he started in chapel last week
and that he must feel a little like
Baron Frankenstein whose monster
bit the hand that created it.
OSCAR SAYS

..that Bobo Baxter and Carrol Little are heading the BYPU committee which is agitating 'for the hurried reconstruction of that washedout bridge between here and Anderson and that he wishes to cheer
them up by reminding them how
much worse it would have been if
the one over the Seneca River had
gone out.
OSCAR SAY*

. . that Arthur Speer returned to the
fold, a chastened lamb, this week
when he gave up the platoon trip
to follow Holtzy to Rocky Bottom,
lured on by the feminine delegation
which met them there.
OSCAR SAYS

..that Miss
tripping the
year and
swinging at

\

Gee's little darlings are
fantastic toe weakly this
expect much pardnei
the Bengal Ball.
OSCAR SAYS

. .that those rate who have been
shading their eyes before Sgt. Naramor will be at ease to know he
doesn't rate it.
OSCAR SAYS

.. that Oscar read his neighbor last
week and promises to give you the
real • truth about the waitress in
Greenville soon.
OSCAR SAYS

. .that all freshmen who wish to
try out for Oscar reporters are asked to come by Room 120 after any
meal—no experience necessary.
OSCAR SAYS

.. that Shell has been here long
enough to know that the only thing
that can cross our campus in pajama tops is Free-Wheeliiig Geer.
OSOAB SATS

.. that cold spell finds Mother Ruff
with a sweater and Monday found
him with his stripei obstructed from
view for the first • time in history.
OSCAR SAYS

.. that Duck Gordon can't help the
boys inspect rifles so hie is inspecting
these days for rubber bands holding
down shirt, fronts—and don't think
he can't see that high.
OSCAR SAYS

..that the DANCE is Friday night
and the staff is behind the orchestra
pit and Oscar wants his crowd there
promptly at ten o'clock.
OSCAR SAYS

. ..that this is the last time you will
be reading this before State Fail
arid that he thinks that you ought
to know that he'll be in and out
of every gutter in Columbia—taking
notes.
OSCAR SAYS

.. that all the little milk maids had
more fun counting the Fanner's
stripes at the brawl Friday and that
it wasn't any trouble picking him
out with everybody else in cits.
OSCAR MV«_r

.. that Allison and Baxter had more
darnfun last weekend in Greenville
than anybody except the Citadel
football team and that they are going to be awfully surprised when
they find out that Billie signed up
for fifteen or twenty magazine subscriptions.
i, (Continued on page five)
will contact us, we shall be glad
to offer them space in the newspaper wherein they can place
the outpourings of their brilliant
minds. A blank space wouldn't
hurt our make-up any.
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HONOR FRAT PLEDGES Senior Platoon Brings Down House
TEN NEWMEMBERS In Fancy Maneuvers At Duke Game
.Six Honor Frosh and Four
Upperclassmen Tapped
By Brotherhood

I'

*

Local Lads Receive Big
Hand From Fans In
Durham Saturday

PROMINENT MEN

DRILL AT FAIR

At a meeting held last night in
their spacious club room the Tiger Brotherhood Clemson honorary and social fraternity, initiated
six cubs from the prevous year's
freshman class and four from the
previous sophomore class.
The honorary freshman are as
follows: H. P. Troy, president of
the class; T. R. Bainbridge, who
won the distinction of having the
highest scolastic record in the
freshman class; T. H. Heatwole;
C. E. Young; D. G-. Hughes; and
M. M. Nichols.
The initiates from the sophomore class are: E. C Ray, E. H.
Fuller, B. N. Skardon, and F. W.
Bagnal.
The Brotherhood has bi-monthly business and discussion meetings, and sponsors socials from
time to time. The officers of the
club are: Prudent Bill English,
Vice-president W. K. Lewis, Secretary-Treasurer Francis Bell.

Although the losers on the
football field, Clemson took decided honors at Duke last Saturday when the crack Senior
platoon was put thru its paces
before crowd of several thousand
fans.
The performance was successful and highly commended by
Duke University students and
others to whom sights as these
were rare. It was reported that
this was the first time that anything of this nature had been
seen at Duke.
The platoon carried on the
usual fancy drill under the able
leadership of Commander John
Dunlap. The intricate maneuvers
appealed to the crowd,and Clemson's platoon receivedj much applause.
May Drill at Fair
It is possible that the platoon
may drill at the Clemson-Caro-

FIVE

Oscar Says AGRONOMY STUDENTS
(Continued from page four)
-OSCAR

VISIT SEEDJOMPANY

PATS-

SWEARINGEN TO HEAD .. that he understands that Colonel Collings Conducts Field Trip
To Marrett Seed ComCLEMSON DAIRY CLUB White held a meeting of all his
The Clemson College Dairy
Club is a student organization
composed of students from all
classes that are particularly interested in dairyings
The club this year is headed
by C. R. Swearingen, president;
and J. F. Norris, vice-president.
Professors take an active part in
the function of the clu'b.
At the close of each meeting,
refreshments from the creamery
are served. ;New students who
are planning to study dairying
are especially urged to join this
club.
lina game between the halves,
Dunlap said.
Nothing definite
has been decided as yet,, however. Plans are going forward
now and definite notice will probably be given the latter part of
this week.'The platoon is planning to make its final appearance
at football games this season with
a drill at the Clemson-Georgia
Tech grid contest %p be played in
Atlanta, October 31.i

friends in the telephone booth in
the. guard room the other day and
that Duck Gordon wasn't a bit
crowded.

pany In Seneca

BREEDING

SHOWN

-OSCAR SAYSThe Agronomy Seniors of the
.. that he doesn't seem to see Hon. Agricultural School were taken
Col. Sara's name coupled with Red Monday by Doctor Gilbeart H.
Burtons any more now that she has Collings of ' the Agronomy Dean entire brigade to pick from.
partment to visit the cotton
.—-—os CAB sAtors
breeding establishment of the
Marrett Seed Company of West. . that Ire is still laughing over the minster.
Mr. K. W. Marrett
radio announcer who spoke favor- conducted the students through
ably of what he thought was the his offices, gins, and warehouses
Salvation r-.rmy drill at the Duke and explained how quality cotgame.
ton was ginned, bagged, tested,
and stored. The class was then
taken to the farms hy Mr. W. T.
HORTICULTURE CLUB
HAS REGULAR MEET McClure and shown the breeding
plats and variety and strain tests.
The Clemson College Horti- Mrs. McClure served the boys
culture Club under the leader- refreshments before they returnship of F. H. Lewis, 'president; ed tjo the college.
E. L., Ryan, vice-president; R. R.
Bolt, secretary and treasurer, has
At Pennsylvania State College
its meetings semi-monthly. Mem- enrollments in four-year courses
bership in the club is conferred of the school of agriculture and
upon any student who is special- experiment station have nearly
izing in horticulture.
doubled in the past 10 years.

To feel good after smoking —
It's not just the pleasure a fellow gets out of
smoking Lucky Strikes... it's feeling good after
smoking! Fresh as a daisy. A clean taste in
your mouth. And when you start singing in
your bath—your voice clear as a bell! That's
the great thing about a light smoke. Lucky
Strikes—being made from the finest centerleaftobaccos—taste good. And because they're
/ smoke, you feel good smoking them.
And after smoking them, too!

NEWS FLASH!

• •

Sweepstakes" bring pleasure
to war veterans

A LIGHT SMOKE
LEAVES A
CLEAN TASTE
A clean taste—a clear
throat—what a joy

t>

•

when you wake up in
the morning! You'll be
thankful *hat last evening you chose a light
smoke—Luckies. I

From a veterans' home in Legion, Texas,
anumber of entries allin the same handwriting come in each week. Of course
we checked up to make sure that the
entries conformed to the rules, and one
of the men explained: "Most of the boys
can't get around—but I do and so I fill
out their cards for them."
We're glad to say that the boys have
been" pretty good pickers, too.
Have you entered yet? Have you won
your delicious Lucky Strikes? Tune in
"Your Hit Parade" — Wednesday and
Saturday evenings. Listen, judge, and
compare the tunes —then try Your
Lucky Strike "Sweepstakes." And if
you're not already smoking Luckies, buy
a pack today and try them, too. Maybe
you've been missing something. You'll
appreciate the advantages of Luckies—a
Light Smoke of rich, ripe-bodied tobacco.

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED/TOBACCO -"IT'S TOASTED'
Copyright 1938, The American Tobacco Company
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GRAHAM REPRESENTS Cox. Perry Speak At First Meeting
Conference Rating WASHINGTON ALUMNI
Of
Freshman
YMCA
Student
Council
COLLEGE ^MEETING
HOLD FIRSJJEETING
SOUTHERN CONFERENCE
STANDING

Librarian To Attend Con- Thirty Frosh Meet in YMCA
Club Room To Found
clave In Asheville
Organization
f
October 28
TO MAKE ADDRESS

AULL ADVISER

On October 28, The Clemson
College Library will send its representative, Miss Graham to the
Southeastern Library Association
meeting at Asheville, North Carolina.
Miss Graham will address the
association on "The Collection
and Preservation' of Agricultural
Material."
The Clemson College Library
has a great collection of farm
records and accounts that have
.been saved up for a long period
All of these records are very
valuable in the study of Rural
Sociology and Economics.
While the agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations
collect most of this material,
several State Universities, including Duke University of North
Carolina and the University of
Virginia, have large collections
of agricultural records.

The Freshman Y Council, an
organization
formed
annually
through the sponsorship of the
local YMCA, held (its first meeting of the year Monday night In
the club rooms of the YMCA for
the purpose of organizing "and
electing officers for the *first semester.
This organization hab
as its adviser this year, Mr. G.
H. Aull, Head of the Department
of Agricultural Economics at
Clemson, and a member of the
YMCA Advisory Board.
80 Freshmen Present
There were approximately 30
freshmen present for this meeting. The members of this council are selected each year in such
a way as to eliminate the large
number that might join and to
select those men who are best
qualified to work in the YMCA
organization.
Members of the
local YMCA Cabinet an the company officers of the various companies in barracks were asked

Patronize Tiger Advertisers

LOCAL PROF ATTENDS
ALUMNI HOMECOMING

Dr. Geo. R. Sherrill, head of
the department of Economics and
Government, returned to his work
Monday morning after attending
the Homecoming of alumni of
North Carolina Teachers' College
which was held at Roone, N. C,
over the week-end.
to select two or three men from
each company to form the nucleus around which the -organization is to be built.
Cox-Perry Speak
The program for the first
meeting consisted of talks by
different men connected with the
YMCA and including J. L. Cox,
member of the 1936-3 7 Cabinet
and Chairman of Freshmen worK
who spoke on Freshman Forum
Work; Wade B. Perry, former
president of the Clemson YMCA,
spoke on the functions and duties of the Freshman CounciL
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, General
Secretary of the local Y, explained the methods of selection or
members anoj urged that an active p^art be taken in the activities of the local organization.

Team
Won Lost
Duke
3
North Carolina
2
Furman
1
Virginia
1
Davidson
2
Clemson
1
V.M.I.
1
Wake Forest
1
Maryland
1
V.P.I.
1
Citadel
0
South Carolina
0
N.C. State
0
o
W. & M.
0
Richmond
W. & L.
o
Conference Games This Week
Clemson vs. Wake Forest at
Wake Forest (Night gameFriday )
South Carolina vs V.P.I, at
Columbia.
Virginia vs. Maryland at Virginia.
Furman vs. N. C. State at
Raleigh.
\

Governor Cooper Addresses
First Fall Gathering
of Group

The first fall meeting of the
Washington chapter of Clemson
Alumni was held at the University Club Monday evening, October 5. The Honorable Robert
A. Cooper former Governor of
South Carolina, and for three
years Federal Judge of Porto
Rico, addressed an enthusiastic
gathering of fifty Alumni.
The chapter memorilized the
secretary to extend a message
of sympathy to the families of
the late Colonel Tom Moorman
and Cliff Shaw. The latter was,
serving as first vice-president of
the local chapter at the time of
his untimely death.
The meeting as ably presided
over by President Hugh E'. Phillips, '04. The other officers of
the chapter are J. P. Littlejohn,
vice-president, Harry Mulky, secretary, and Carlyle Booth treasThe whole question of civili- urer.
zation is whether or not we shall
The next meeting of the Chapgrow at the same rate at which ter will be held at the University
our powers grow.—W. D. Weath- Club on '■ Tuesday evening, No-^
erford.
vember 10.

J3 THE "SWING"
SENSATION OF THE AIR
Benny Goodman's Band on
THE NEW CAMEL CARAVAN
A full hour with Benny Goodman's Band
George Stoll's Concert Orchestra
Hollywood Stars...Rupert Hughes presiding!

TURKISH^ DOMESTIC, J
BLEND
CIGARETTES

^< |

CLARK
GABLE

ANN
SOTHERN

CLAUDETTE
COLBERT

CHARLES
BOYER

Metro- GoldwynMayer Star

RKO Radio
Picture Star

Paramount
Picture Star

Paramount
Picture Star

MARY
McCORMICK
Star of Paris
Opera J>*^>

EDWARD
ARNOLD

MADELEINE
CARROLL

Paramount
Picture Star

Paramount
Picture Star
Copyright, 1936, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winaton-Salem, N. C.

FOR DIGESTIONS SAK

SMOKE CAMELS
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SPORTS

BOB CHEVES
Sports Editor

UXE DOWNS GREW
OF TIGERS IN TOUGH
CONTEST BY 25 TO 0

"Uia
V/tTM.

&•&

ONfVCI

OTIS MORGAN
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CLEMSON HAS MANY
TRANSFERJTUDENTS

Center Stars

Twenty Colleges Represented ; Presbyterian College Leads

Those of you who saw the Clemson-Duke game in
Durham last Saturday know what a hard game the Tigers Jess Neely's Eleven Outplays
played, and the rest of you can judge by the newspaper
Blue Devils in First Half;
stories that they really put up a scrap. At any rate, it
Lose in Second
was a tough battle to lose so decisively, especially after
holding Wade's favored eleven scoreless the first half.
WET PLAYING FIELD

«■

THINGS HAPPEN RAPIDLY
The cause of the Bengals' sudden let-down last weekend has
been a much debated subject,
and w»e doubt if anyone has discovered a favorable solution.
Most likely, having their punts
blocked demoralized the team,
or it may have been the fumble
following the kick-off opening
the second half.
We hav;e to
:«ay one think about the Blue
Devils, and that is that they
came out at the end of the rest
period determined to set our
boys back, and this they did by
taking advantage of *every scoring opportunity and then some:
Before we leave the Duke-game
topic, we want to add a word of
praise to the two Clemson gridders who did such a noble job
of backing up the line. Harold
Lewis and Al Sand>ers were the
two lads who were in on nearly
every play, and their work
should be classed as perfect.
These two received most of the
credit for1 keeping th«e sp&rk in
the Bengal team, along with
Fred Wyse, dynamic tackle, who
gave more than his share to
keep up the old Tiger fighting
spirit throughout the contest.
WAKE FOREST NEXT
This Friday night, the Royal
Bengals m«eet the now respected
Wake Forest Deacons in the first
nocturnal gridiron contest that
most of the Tigers have experienced. Theoretically, the Bengals and the Deacons are ratted
just about even with perhaps
•the North Carolina boys a shade
better. Whether playing under
the arc lights for the first time
will affect the Bengal team-work
remains to be seen. The Deacons have the playing conditions decidedly in their favor,
as their eyes have now becom*e
accustomed to the artificial illumination; nevertheless, from
all reports, the Bengals intend a
repetition of their two previous
encounters.
Most of you remember last year's game which
Streak Lawton pulled out of the
fire with a brilliant return of a
punt which proved the margin
of victory. Well, another such
furiously waged battle is in the
making this week. Kitchins, the
lad who threw the accurate passes, is back with the Deacons
and playing better ball than ever. He kicked a field goal a•gainst N. C. State which gave
his team the necessary punch
to set the Staters back, 9-0.
OAiROXINA GAME
Of course, w*e realize that we
are just about a week ahead of
time, but we would like to say
that the Carolina-Clemson game
next Thursday is causing a lot
of excitement over in the Capital city, and the Gamecock boys
are ideally planning on taking
the Tigers.
Even though we
have our own opinion about

Educated Toe

A small crowd of 3,000 football fans saw Duke's Blue Devils
trounce the Clemson Tigers by
a score of 25-0 at Durham last
Saturday. Held to a 0-0 tie until
the second half, Duke made two
touchdowns in the third and two
in the fourth. Berry and Folger
starred for the Bengals; while
Parker and Hackney took the
honors for the Dukes.
The first first down was made
by the Tigers through the line
bucking of Berry and Folger. A
pass soon netted 14 yards more,
but Berry fumbled on the Blue
Devil's 46. After a few plays,
Parker got away for a 20-yard
run which carried the ball to the
Clemson 2 5 yard line. Here the
Tigers held, and the end of the
quarter found the ball in Duke's
possession in midfield.
By two first downs early in the
second quarter the Tigers carried the ball to the Duke 33. After another unsuccessful try by
The educated toe of Al
Clemson, Duke took over play on
Sanders was worked over
their own 28. After a punt extime last Saturday as ■ the
change, Duke took to an aerial
Duke Blue Devils kept the
attack and after three trys comTigers on the defensive
pleted one (Hackney to Bailey)
throughout the second half
to place the Blue Devils in scorof the Durham tilt.
The
ing position for the first time.
varsity punt artist is expectThey soon lost the ball on the
ed to shine under the arc
Bengals 4 yard line as the half
lights of the Wake Forest
ended.
stadium tomorrow night.
In the middle of the period,
Hackney took a Clemson punt on
his 45 and carried it to the Tiger 38. On the next play, a spinner, Typton went through center
and was downed on the 5 yard
line. The first seore was made
W. A. Lawton Announces two plays later as Parker smashed over from the six-inch line.
Plan for Block C Club . The placement was wide The
Activities for Coming
second score came when,: a punt
Year

Block C Club to
Enjoy Good Year

The Block C club captained by
Streak Lawton with Don Shuford and J. N. Berry started its
sessions this week and is heading
for an excellent year. Statio&ery
has been given to each member.
At the organization meeting,
plans were made for the annual
Athletic Ball to be given in
March. In his opening talk to
the club the president announced
that Block C would hav# a room
in new barracks. He reminded
the members of the many high
aims of this organization putting
special emphasis on that of promoting better spprtsmanship and
urged the members to set fine
examples to the student body.
The Block C club intends making
1936-1937 one of its most successful years.
that, we'll wait, but the idea is
that the University boys have a
vastly
improved
aggregation
which was displayed last Saturday when they conquered the
Florida Gators 7-0.

Clemson Uniforms are Made By
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA

Compliments of
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Harold Lewis, varsity center who starred on the defensive in the Duke game
Saturday and will probably
start against Wake Forest's
Demon Deacons tomorrow
night.
Lewis, was slightly
injured in the Duke game but
returned, to the game to
play a major part in the Tiger's second-half defense.
was blocked by a Duke end and
recovered by Lipscomb (Duke
tackle). Placement was again
wild.
The Blue Devils crossed the
goal again soon after the opening
of the fourth period but the
rjlay was called back and Duke
penalized 5 yards. The Dukes
then went to the Tiger 11 by a
fake reverse and made a first
down on the five.
Soon after
Hackney wento ver for the third
score of the game. His placement was blocked by a Tiger.
Gardner intercepted a pass on
his 15 and carried it to midfield.
After his team fought for every
yard, Smith took the ball over
from the 1-yard line. His placement was good.
Final score:
Clemson, 0; Duke, 25.
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Transfer Students at Clemson
this year come from as far north
as New York and as dar west as
California.
There are 34 transfers, 2 2 of
which are transfers from South
Carolina colleges, others coming
from Georgia, North Carolina
Virginia,
Pennsylvania,
New
York, Alabama, and California.
Presbyterian College leads all
South Carolina schools with 4
transfers. University of South
Carolina and The Textile Industrial School of Spartanburg are
second with 3 each.
Out-of-state colleges represented include Clarkson College of
Technology in New York, Pasadena Junior College in California and the University of Alabama.
These records show that students in. many parts of the.
country are attracted to Clemsorf because of the wide variety
of 'courses which it has to offer.
The following is a complete
list of colleges and number of
transfers from each college:
College
No. Transfers
Anderson College
1
Belmont Abbey
1
Berry College
1
Biltmore College
2
College of Charleston
2
The Citadel
1
Clarkson College of Tech.
2
Brskine
2
Furman
1
Franklin and Marshall
1
Georgia Tech.
2
Mars Hill College
4
Presbyterian
2
Wofford
3
Uni. of South Carolina
1
Uni. of Alabama
3
Textile Indus. Institute
1
Richmond College
1
Pasadena Junior College
1
Newberry College
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MARTIN'S DRUG STORE

FOOTBALL CONTEST
FORECAST YOUR OWN FOOTBALL RESULTS
The persons whose judgment is
best will be rewarded as follows:

' — PRIZES —
1st
$10.00 in trade
2nd
5.00 in trade
3rd
2.50 in trade
Also ten free drink tickets
In filling out your scores you may
get a blank at MARTIN'S DRUG
STORE.
NOTICE— Only one coupon is
permitted to a selector who must be
a student or resident of Clemson.
Each member of a family may, how
ever, also send one coupon eacl
week. You must fill out the scores
for each of the ten games or your
coupon will not be judged. Neatness and legibility will count.

GAMES SATURDAY, OCT. 17
YALE-NAVY
MARYLAND-VIRGINIA
SOUTH CAROLINA-V. P. I.
GEORGIA TECH-DUKE
AUBURN-DETROIT
NORTH CAROLINA U.-N. Y. U.
IOWA UNIV.-ILLINOIS
TULANE-COLGATE
RICE-GEORGIA
SOU. METH.-VANDERBILT
Your scores must be deposited in
the FOOTBALL CONTEST BOX at
MARTIN'S DRUG STORE not later
than Saturday Noon, October 17
Winners will be posted each
Tuesday at five o'clock on Soda
Fountain Mirror.
The decision of the judges shall
be final.

Soda Fountain Specials

(j CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY
DOC

CAROLINA SECOND
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Pineapple Sundae with Whipped Cream
Chocolate Nut Sundae with Whipped Cream
Giant Ice Cream Sodas with Whipped Cream
Brick Ice Cream—Pints 15 cents
DOC

DOC
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Large Toasted
Sandwiches, 10 cents
Cakes, Crackers
Cookies
DOC

DOC

DOC
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C.B. HASTINGS DIES IN Beta Sigma Chi Announces Election CRAZY STUDENT RUNS College Band Plays
MOTORCYCLE WRECK Seven New Members; Initiation Soon WILD INCLASSROOM At SaludaMeeting
Clemson Sophomore Is Killed Williams, Burdette, Cochran,
Pope, Disher, Gregory,
Near Spartanburg.
and Legare Are
Saturday
Honored
INTERRED TUESDAY
SANDER PRESIDENT
It is with deep regret that the
cadet corps acknowledges the
Three Freshmen and four upr
death of Charles Baron Hastings perclassmen were el'ected into
a member of this year's SophJ membership last week at a meetomore class, who was killed. in ing of the Beta Sigma Chi, so
a motorcycle accidfent last Sat- cial fraternity composed of boys
urday.
living within a 50-mile radius
Said to have been learning to of Charleston.
ride a motorcycle, young HasThe fraternity, which was ortings suffered a broken neck ganized in 1927, has sponsored
when the machine which he was an active publicity program for
riding struck a mail box and Clemson.
As a result, at this
plunged down an embankment at time there are between two and
the intersection of the Greenville three times as many boys from
highway and the old Snake road. Charleston and Charleston CounHastings was the son of the ty attending Clemson as those
late Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Hastings enrolled from that s'ection at the
of Wellford. The final rites were Citadel.
held Tuesday morning at the
Freshmen elected into the
Wellford Presbyterian Church, fraternity were A. V. Williams,
conducted by Dr. H. W. Pratt E. K. Burdette, and Henry
and the Rtev. James Carroll. In- Lofton, D. L. Pope, J. H. Dishterment was made in the Well- er, W. D. Gregory, and T. G.
ford cemetary.
Legar'e, upperclassmen, were received into the fraternity also.
Patronize Tiger Advertisers
Initiation will start today and

POPULAR BAND PLAYS
University
of
California „ T.he ™ »le~ Clemson Colleg
,,
.
_,
. _..
i band under the direction of CAT TOMORROW'S HOP
economics Class is(Uisc_ Frye> last week attended the
(Continued from page one)

rupted by "Knock
Knocks"

Cadet
"Knock-Knocks" usually opFriday night
$1.75
en
doors or at least dra^ a reSaturday night
1.25
Block ticket
2.50 luctant "who's there?" from
some weak-willed member of soCivilian
Friday night
$2.00 ciety, but they rarely close doors
Saturday night
1.50 —insane asylum doors, especL
on
confirmed
"knockBlock Tiket
:
3.00 ially,
knockers".
Tiger Banquet
Mr. X, the victim, began his
THE TIGER staff and their
dates will be feted just before short career during an Economthe Friday night hop at a din- ics lecture by Professor M. M.
enr given through the courtesy Davission of the University of
He was obviously
of Captain J. D. Harcombe, col- California.
dissatisfied that students should
lege mess officer.
study the "decadent figures of
capitalism"; so he stomped down
will continue for two weeks, dur- the center aisle and joined the
ing which time the new mem- ai>azed professor on ' the platbers will be required to wear form.
conch shells.
Twice he knock-knocked for
lieads Fraternity
attention on the blackboard. But
Th'e executive end of the Beta no customary query.
Mr. X
Sigma Chi this year will be got stage fright and ran off the
handled by H. F. Sander, presi- platform through the side door.
dent; Jenkins Pope, vice-presi- But he wasn't gone for long.
dent; R. A. Baxter, treasurer; Professor Davisson had just re
and T. I. Stafford, secretary.
gained his composure and re"

dedication of the first agricultural building in the state, at
Saluda. Principal speakers on the
program were Dr. E. W. Siktes,
president of Clemson College and
Mr. Lawrence M. Pinckeney, P.
W.A. administrator of South
Carolina.
Other speakers included many
outstanding agriculturalists and
citizens of South Carolina.
sumed his lecture when the side
door opened.
The unknown quantity, in full
view of the audience, began doing "handies", thumbing his
nose at the lecturer, both hands
interlaced.
While temporarily encarcerated at the city hall pending investigation, he flooded his cell
with' water, spread his blankets
in the pools, and went wading.
To the policemen's demands for
an explanation of his "ped-puddling", Mr. X earnestly said:
"The doctor told me to keep my
feet ■ wet."
By the way, are you a confirmed "knock-knocker?"

\\jead any statement
about Chesterfield cigarettes
We tell you what they are made of—mild,
ripe tobaccos.

We tell you that we use

on Chesterfield pure cigarette paper.
We tell you that Chesterfields are
carefully manufactured.
We suggest that you try Chesterfields and
find out how mild- they are and what a
pleasing taste and aroma they have.
A great many cigarette smokers will
tell you that Chesterfields satisfy—
give them what they want in a cigarette.
LIGGETT
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